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🎴🦄🚀 Who is mr Aleksei Dolgikh?

Hi 👋 I'm Aleksei Dolgikh, I'm wrong a thousand times every day.


But using game theory, big number, auction theory new auction formats,
plus the quality assurance practices of the digital product pipeline,



I am finding more and more people to get win-win with!
Our unicornwitnesses.com core teammate teaches how to automate routines,
err more times, test more hypotheses and go further!
[image: Join UnicornWitnesses.com community of socially relevant Digital products creators]



Team and people are the most important thing for me, no matter what product I work on.



In assuring the quality of all processes in the software lifecycle,
I try to follow the rule of deep insight. I always pick up all the
information I have on the legacy processes and try to turn it into mine processes.




Aleksei Dolgikh



Thanks to chief design officer CDO Olia Nayda for her experience as designer
& manager of digital product designers, for starting and continuously improving the community & all digital products within it.
Olia Nayda manages the design team very effectively, sometimes I am amazed by her ability to be empathic with users and the team, it is something incredible, try it and you too will be surprised how Olia Nayda approaches the design of familiar things!



So much thanks to chief technical officer CTO Evgeny Khristenko for their leadership &
business requirements for all technical interactions in the team and building a scalable system. Evgeny Khristenko is incredibly technically savvy,
delves into web3 and the latest Serverless and CICD technologies without any stops, he is relentless and determined to develop the team.



Very grateful to chief operations officer (COO) Nikita Khristenko
without which rapid growth in the community is simply not possible, Nikita knows how to implement habits in people's lives that
change the teamwork coordinately for the better. He instantly becomes a good companion in acquiring new knowledge, from interface
design to human behavior & much more. Nikita Khristenko is the most creative person in terms of creation, you should work with him and you will understand.



Big thanks to Ivan Ushmorov for its technical expertise and for building an international,
accessible, easily and continuously integrated and delivered socially relevant digital product to the user. We have already come a long way,
and the opportunities that are opening up in our interaction are incredible.



Vyacheslav Vozhdaev as digital product developer for his expertise in website creation and for continually bringing useful stories from his professional life.



Maxim Litvinov for his skills in developing and teaching newcomers this &
Aleksandr Verevkin for awesome development &
making our websites safe and technical expertise.



Thanks designers for help with muteit.app and unicornwitnesses.com especially Andrei Anufrienko
for expertise at design systems & design for mobile. And for his vast experience in illustration with advice on viral design, which Andrei does very well!



Thanks to Julia Udovichenko for being passionate at learning & creativity.
But for the approach to work and punctuality huge disliked Julia, very much want that she read it and corrected his slovenliness.
And of course will ask me to remove this, frankly I don't like the description, but I have a strategy of radical honesty, so I'm sorry.








Aleksei Dolgikh Glocal strategy in international nonprofit community


Glocal nonprofit community of socially relevant product creators.
We helping people worldwide learn hands-on how to create socially
relevant digital products together.
We have 90+ years of commercial experience in the core team that will
benefit everyone. It's experience in different industries: banking,
global economy, ITIL best practices for creating digital products,
creating CV/Resume that fully expose you to the team you're working with.




Clc&Opn community web site for read mo https:// UnicornWitnesses.com









Unicorn Witnesses Glocal value-based climate & family healthcare ecosystem
Muteit.app



Mute it is an app for people who has “shy bladder” syndrome
with a stated market of 220+ million people worldwide and
about 20 million in the United States (according to Paruresis Associates).
It’s not available at Stores yet. But we’re working to make
a release as soon as we’re can. And to be honest we need
investment to make our prototype alive and help millions
people worldwide 🗺




Just $750000 for disrupt the industry of value-based environment
&family healthcare digital product statrup, more reade here
Pitch deck to get funds from a socially relevant digital product on
"value-based digital family health in the bathroom" Muteit.app facilitated by UnicornWitnesses community 🦄



Clc&Opn value-based environment & family healthcare digital product web site for read more about https:// Muteit.app
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Aleksei Dolgikh 💭 The Linkbuilding in my world is the best practice, use the one lnk you prefer! 😉 

	




CRUNCHBASE Aleksei Dolgikh: CVO Scout VC! Clc&Opn Lnk In New Tab




	


Aleksei Dolgikh VC.RU: Clc&Opn Lnk In New Tab




	




Aleksei Dolgikh Reddit Usr Account: Clc&Opn Lnk In New Tab




	


Aleksei Dolgikh Facebook / Meta profile




	




Aleksei Dolgikh Linkedin profile




	


Aleksei Dolgikh Linkedin as Company




	




Instagram.com of Aleksei Dolgikh




	


GitHub.com Profile of Aleksei Dolgikh




	




VK.COM Profile of Aleksei Dolgikh! Clc&Opn Lnk In New Tab




	




VK.COM Group of Aleksei Dolgikh! Clc&Opn Lnk In New Tab




	




Twitter.com of Aleksei Dolgikh










Aleksei Dolgikh Nonptofit Mission


Non-profit work is part of me, I get to help people continuously and I really need it.
The most important responsibility for me in this is to help honestly.
Without hypocrisy and lies, I help from my heart and truly believe that if everyone
helps people then the world will become a better place.❤️ I started with my mother,
helped her get out of depression and difficult life situation, helped her learn new profession
and I realized, it is mine and I am incredibly pleased to help people, so I do not stop.
There are even more personal reasons, but I only tell them to people who are very close to me.




Worldwide tech nonprofit strategy by Aleksei Dolgikh and improvements of community driven innovation


Nonprofit strategy is hot topic worldwide.




(🌐 Global + 🫀 Local) = Aleksei Dolgikh Glocal Strategies


We need reflecting or characterized by both local and global considerations.
Glocal management is in a sense of “think globally, act locally” is used
in the business strategies of our community and me.




Clean Digital Product in teammate communication by Aleksei Dolgikh


I, along with my teammates, work specifically with pure digital product,
not digital stuff/goods. What do I mean by that? Let's synchronize the concepts.
A pure digital product is for the user without third party interference
in their relationship. Just the user and the digital product that the team created.
There is no third party in the form of people interfering at the moment of
communication with the product, we only interfere at the moment of creation/delivery/integration.
Like the google search bar, just you and it.






Aleksei Dolgikh Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) advocacy and integration experience



For Aleksei Dolgikh, ITIL is not a “ITIL project that start from A and stop in B" it is an continuous
journey to improve IT service management. In digital product creation life cycle ITIL is reali matter
thing for growth with innovation and low error cost.






Open Free ITIL Book on Russian Language






Aleksei Dolgikh's implementation of root cause analysis and it consequences for teammate






Aleksei Dolgikh and The Right Auction. According to the rules of Nobel Laureates in
Economic Auction Theory Paul Milgrom and Robert Wilson.


What should be used?



	Gather information on those who have a great interest in the product.
	Obligatory automation of the offer. At least some part of it, whether it's
accepting applications or setting limits, broadcasting to a large number of "selected" people, etc.
	Always have in mind the common and private value. Together.
	Multi-roundness is a must.
	Reduce the "winner's curse" problem.
	Use a combinatorial auction.
	Stimulate the auction.
	Combinatorial auction.
	Be sure to remove risks. The more qualitative this is done, the more interested in us will be.




https://news.stanford.edu/2020/11/19/bid-picture-nobel-prize-winners-explain-auction-theory-collaboration/




Digital product team manager Aleksei Dolgikh






Aleksei's Dolgikh One-on-One practicing


One-on-one for me is a powerful skill that has created a strong bond
in our non-profit community UnicornWitnesses.com!
In all the teams where teammates and I have implemented One-on-One, growth has been immediate
after the first iterations! This is amazingly useful, please don't
neglect it. To give you an idea of the scale, I will give you a figure:
After spending more than 1,000 one-on-one sessions, I realised I needed to tell you more about it.




Quality assurance managment & strategy by Aleksei Dolgikh as teammate






Continuous delivery definition by Aleksei Dolgikh






Continuous integration definition by Aleksei Dolgikh






Globalisation managment from Aleksei Dolgikh






Legal managment practice by Aleksei Dolgikh 






Aleksei Dolgikh NFT business on OpenSea


The NFT auction marketplace OpenSea will a blockbuster 2022 & as a result is seeing its
private valuation grow more quickly than almost any other startup where Aleksei Dolgikh registred account for
NFT sales https:// opensea.io/alexdolbun &
OpenSea CEO Devin Finzer highlighted that his platform’s transaction volume increased “over 600x” last year.




Aleksei Dolgikh Computer Vision


OpenCV OSS lib intended to process images that can be used in multiple lang: C++, Java, Python, etc.
This library identifies the object on the image use math & interprets them as an element tree suitable for test automation. After the areas of interaction are detected, engineers can get their coordinates and operate on them using Appium or Selenium WebDriver.



SikuliX is a tool for Mac, Windows, and Linux designed to search for a particular element on the screen based on an image. It is developed using OpenCV algorithms and supports multiple languages. It also has Sikuli IDE, which is easy to use and does not require in-depth automation knowledge.
This tool can help automate desktop applications and flash web applications or mobile games when paired with Selenium WebDriver or Appium. SikuliX searches for the area on the screen and operates on the element found.



Tesseract OCR is a program for text recognition and is developed for Mac, Windows, and Linux.
With the help of neural networks, Tesseract OCR recognizes the text on the image and can be extended to recognize custom fonts and text sizes. Introducing Tesseract OCR to web automation makes validating outcomes possible when the result of an operation is displayed on an image instead of being, for example, a text field. It can also be embedded into SikuliX to validate the expected result when using image-based UI automation.
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